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NONCOMMUTA TIVE TOPOLOGICAL DYNAMICS. I
BY
DANIEL AVITZOUR
ABSTRACT. Ergodicity and minimality are defined for C*-flows (G, A) where G is a
group acting on a C*-algebra A by *-automorphisms. Elementary properties are
proved and several examples are given. In particular, an example shows that there
are arbitrarily large C*-algebras admitting a minimal action of the integers.

O. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to initiate a study of C*-dynamical
systems from the point of view of topological dynamics. Concepts and results
usually defined for topological flows (G, X), where G is a group acting on a compact
space X by homeomorphisms, are generalized to the context of C*-flows (G, A)
where A is a (unital) C*-algebra and G acts on A by *-automorphisms.
In this paper I shall discuss ergodicity and minimality. I prove their elementary
properties and show by examples that they do not imply separability of A in the case
G = Z in contrast to the situation in topological flows. A subsequent paper [3] will
deal with weak mixing and almost periodicity.
§ 1 discusses some preliminary facts about semicontinuous affine functions. §2
deals with general properties of subalgebras and inductive limits. §§3, 4 deal with
ergodicity and minimality with some examples.
Throughout this paper "C*-algebra" means unital C*-algebra and "subalgebra"
means sub-C*-algebra containing the unit except when referring to hereditary
subalgebras. These are not assumed to contain the unit. We shall identify the
multiples of the unit with the complex numbers.
1. Semicontinuous affine functions.
1.0. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Denote by M I ( X) the set of probability
measures on X with the vague topology. X can be embedded in M\( X), identifying
the point x E X with the point measure 8x E M\( X).
Bounded l.s.c. (lower semicontinuous) real-valued functions on X can be identified
with bounded affine l.s.c. functions on M\( X). If f is a function on X, the
corresponding function on M\( X) takes JL E M\( X) to JL( f). This is an extension of

f.

A bounded l.s.c. function on X achieves its infimum on a (nonempty) closed set.
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If f is any bounded function on X let lim

f be its lower envelope,

( lim f) ( x) = lim f( y ).
v-x

lim f is a l.s.c. function and lim f';;; f.
1.1.

LEMMA.

PROOF.

A bounded I.s.c. function has a meager set of discontinuity points.

Recall that the oscillation of f, defined by

( Of)( x) = inf {sup { If( y) - f( z ) I: y, z E

u},

U nbd of x} ,

is an upper-semicontinuous function, and f is continuous at x E X iff (Of )( x) = O.
The set of discontinuity points of f is
00

U

{xEX:(Of)(x);"I/n}.

n=1

I want to show that the closed set {x E X: (Of)(x);" I/n} has an empty interior.
Suppose x\ is in the interior of that set. In a small enough nbd of XI' there is a point
x 2 such that If(x 2 ) - f(x\)I;" 1/2n. If the nbd is small enough, then becausefis
l.s.c. it is impossible thatf(x 2 ) .;;;f(x\) - 1/2n, and we must havef(x 2 );" f(x\) +
Ij2n. Also if the nbd is small enough, x 2 E {x: (Of)(x) ;" Ijn}. Apply the same
process to x 2 to obtain a point x 3 . We get a sequence {x m } such that f(x m + \) ;"
f(x m ) + 1/2n and this contradicts the assumption thatfis bounded. Q.E.D.

1.2. LEMMA. Let f be a bounded I.s.c. function on X. f is constant on a dense set in X
iff f is constant on a dense set in M\( X).
PROOF. If D <: X is dense, conv(D) <: M\(X) is dense. This proves immediately
one direction.
Now assumef= 0 on a dense set in M\(X). Sincefis l.s.c.,f;" 0 on M\(X), in
particular on X. Assume f;" 0 on a nonempty open set in X. We can find a smaller
nonempty open set U, such that f;" E > 0 on U. Here we use the fact that l.s.c.
functions on compact sets achieve their minimum. The set {J.t E M\( X): J.t( U) > ! }
is open, so it contains a measure J.to such that J.to(f) = O. We get a contradiction
since J.to(f) ;" EJ.tO(U) ;" !E > O. Q.E.D.
1.3. Let K be a compact convex set in a locally convex linear topological space.
Denote by A(K) the continuous affine real functions on K equipped with sup-norm.
Now A(K) is an order-unit space, and the second dual of A(K) can be identified
with Ah( K), the bounded affine functions on K. For details see [12].
If A is a C*-algebra and K its set of states, the selfadjoint elements of A can be
identified withA(K) and we shall always assume this identification (see [12]).
The l.s.c. functions in Ah(K) are denoted Am(K), or Am when' considered as
elements of A**. Elements of Am achieve their minimum on a (nonempty) closed face
of K.
If f E Ah(K) then lim f E Am(K): we only have to show that lim fis affine. Let
cp, l/; E K and let U, V be nbds of cp, l/; respectively. Let 0 < ;.\. < 1.

inf{f: ;'\'U+ (I - ;'\')V}

= ;'\'inf{f: U}

+ (1 - ;'\')inf{f: V}.

NONCOMMllTATIVE TOPOLOGICAL DYNAMICS. I
Since nbds of the form AU + (1 - A)V are a base at Acf>
(lim/)(Acf>

+ (I -

cf»1/;) = A( lim/)(cf»

+ (I -

+ (1

111

- A) 1/;, we obtain

A)( lim 1)(1/;).

Q.E.D.

Let I E A h( K). Then 01 E -A m( K). We only have to prove that 01 is affine.
This follows easily from the definition of 01 once we notice that the absolute value
sign in the definition can be omitted.
Now let f: K -> W be affine bounded. For any u ERn let lu( cf» = <I( cf», u).
Thenlu E Ab(K).
104. PROPOSITION. The lunction u

->

Olulrom R n to _Am(K) is continuous.

PROOF. It is easy to verify that for cf> E K fixed, the function u -> (O/J( cf» is a
seminorm on R n , the value of which is bounded by 211 Ilion the unit ball.
For u, v E W we get'j(Olu)(cf» - (Olv)(cf» I,,;;;; 211/1111u - vii· So II0lu - Olvll";;;;
211/1111u - vii· Q.E.D.
DEFINITION. The average oscillation of I is

where integration is with respect to normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit ball
(or unit sphere) in Rn.
1.5. PROPOSITION. The average oscillation is zero exactly at the points 01 continuity.
PROOF. If (OA f)( cf» = 0 then (Olu)( cf» = 0 for all u E B n, i.e.,fu is continuous at
cf> for all u E B n so I is continuous at cf>. Q.E.D.
2. Factors, inductive limits, opposites.
2.0. Let A be a C*-algebra. There are 1-1 correspondences between (norm-closed)
left ideals in A, order ideals in A, hereditary sub algebras of A, weak-* closed order
ideals in A*, weak-* closed faces of K-the set of states of A, and open projections
in A**. We shall use these correspondences repeatedly. For details see [12).
If cf> is a state of A, denote by A</> the hereditary subalgebra

A</>= {aEA:cf>(a*a) =cf>(aa*) =0).
Every hereditary sub algebra is an intersection of A</> - s with cf> pure.
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let A be a C*-algebra and B a subalgebra 01 A. The hereditary
subalgebras 01 Bare {J n B: J hereditary subalgebra 01 A}.

B.

PROOF. For J C; A hereditary, it is clear that J n B is a hereditary subalgebra of

Let) be a hereditary subalgebra of B.) is the intersection of a family {B</>: cf> E 1},
where I is a set of states of B. Extend each cf> E I to a state $ of A, and let
J = n {A$: cf> E 1}, a hereditary sub algebra of A. Now) = J n B. Q.E.D.
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2.2. PROPOSITION. Let A be a C*-algebra and {An} an increasing sequence of
subalgebras, such that A = (U Ant.
The map J ---> {J n A" }~= I is a I-I correspondence between hereditary subalgebras
of A, and sequences of hereditary subalgebras {In}, I n <: An' such that I n- I = I n n
An-I·
PROOF. The map is well defined since J nAn-I = (J nAn) n An-I. We have to
show that, given {In } as above, there is a unique hereditary subalgebra J of A, such
that J n An = J. Using the correspondence between hereditary sub algebras and
order ideals in the dual space, what we have to prove is: given a sequence {Rn} of
weak-* closed order ideals in A~ such that R nlA " , = R n- I, there is a unique order
ideal R in A*, such that RIA" = R".
Existence. Let R = {I E (A*)+: flA" ERn all n}. R is a closed order ideal, and
RIA" <: Rn· For the reverse inclusion, !et fER". For eac~ m ~ _n extend f to so~e
fm E (A:;')+ , then extendfm to somefm E (A*)+. Now Ilfmll = fm(l) = f(l) so {1m}
has an accumulation point 1 in (A*)+. For all m, llA .. E R m, so 1 E R. Finally

f = l lA " E RIA,,.
Uniqueness. Suppose RIA" = R~" for all n. Let fER. For each n there is /" E R'
such that f = fn on An· 11/,,11 = /',(1) = f(1), so {In} has an accumulation point f' in
R'. Sincef = f' on An for each n, and U {An} is dense,! = f' E R' so R <: R'.

The proof uses the correspondence between hereditary sub algebras and order
ideals in the dual, in an essential way. Hereditary subalgebras were used to make the
map well defined, and order ideals to show that it is 1-1 and onto. Q.E.D.
Let A, An be as in the proposition. Let P be a positive map defined on
A. P is faithful on A iff it is faithful on An for each n.
COROLLARY.

Let Ap = {a E A: P(a*a) = P(aa*) = O}. P is faithful iff Ap = O. Pis
faithful on An iff Ap nAn = O. Q.E.D.
C*-flows are the main objects of interest in this work. A C*-flow (G, A), G a
topological group, A a C*-algebra, is the same as a C*-dynamical system, as defined
in [12] or other texts: G acts on A via a continuous homomorphism into the
automorphism group of A. If B <: A is a G-invariant sub algebra, we call the C*-flow
(G, B), a factor of (G, A) as customary in topological dynamics.
PROOF.

2.3. PROPOSITION. Let (G, A) be a C*-flow and let (G, B) be a factor of(G, A). The
G-invariant, hereditary subalgebras of Bare {J n B: JaG-invariant, hereditary
subalgebra of A}.

Let) <: B be G-invariant hereditary.) is the intersection of a family {B</>:
I}, I a set of states of B. But since) is G-invariant, it is also the intersection of:
{Bs</>: </> E I, s E G}. Extend each </> E I to a state ~ on A. Let
PROOF.

</> E

J =

n {A s;: </> E I, s E G}.

Now J is G-invariant and) = J n B.

Q.E.D.

2.4. PROPOSITION. Let (G, A) be a C*-flow. Let (G, An) be increasing factors of
(G, A), such that A = (U Ant.
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The map J ---+ {J n An} is a 1-1 correspondence between G-invariant hereditary
subalgebras of A, and sequences {in} of G-invariant, hereditary subalgebras of An' such
that 1,,-1 = 1" nAn-I·
PROOF. Follows immediately from 2.2. Q.E.D.
2.5. Let A be a C*-algebra. The opposite algebra, denoted AOP, has the same
elements, linear operations, and *-operation as A, and multiplication defined by
a 181 b = ba.
A and AOP, share the same order structure. They have the same positive elements,
states, hereditary sub algebras and automorphisms. If (G, A) is a C*-flow, we have a
naturally defined opposite flow (G, AOP).

3. Ergodicity.
3.0. Recall that a transformation group (G, X) is called ergodic if there is a dense
G-orbit in X, or if every G-invariant nonempty, open subset of X is dense [7).
LEMMA. A transformation group (G, X) is ergodic iff every G-invariant, bounded,
I.s.c. function on X is constant on a dense subset.
PROOF. The condition is sufficient since, if U ~ X is open and G-invariant, then
lu is a G-invariant, bounded, l.s.c. function.
To show that it is necessary, let f be a G-invariant, bounded, l.s.c. function on X.
Choose x E X with a dense orbit. Given y E X, there is a net {sa} in G, such that
SaX -> y. By l.s.c. and G-invariance of f,f(x) ;;;. f(y). Hence f is equal to the constant
sup(f) on the dense subset {x: (Gxr= X}. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY. (G, X) is ergodic iff every G-invariant, bounded, I.s.c., affine function
on M I ( X) is constant on a dense subset of M I ( X).
PROOF. Use 1.2.

Q.E.D.

3.1. PROPOSITION. Let (G, A) be a C*-flow. Let K be the set of states of A. The
following are equivalent:
(1) a E (Am)c = a is constant on a com eager subset of K.
(2) a E (Am)c = a is constant on a dense subset of K.
(3) a E (A m)c = a is constant on its set of continuity points, C( a).
(4) a E (Ab)C' C(a) comeager = a is constant on a comeager subset of K.
(5) a E (Ab)C' C(a) comeager = a is constant on a dense subset of K.
(6) a E (Ab)C' C(a) com eager = a is constant on C(a).

=

=

PROOF. (1)
(2), (4)
(5). K is a Baire space.
(2)
(3), (5) (6). If a function is constant on a dense set, it is equal to that
constant at every point of continuity.
(3) = (1), (6) = (4). C(a) is comeager.
(1). If a E Am, a is comeager.
(4)
(1) = (4). Let a E (Ab)c. Since lim a E (Am)c (see 1.3), lim a is constant on a
comeager set D. On C(a), a = lim a~o a is constant on the comeager set D n C(a).

=

=

=

Q.E.D.

-
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3.2. DEFINITION. A C*-flow (G, A) is ergodic if it satisfies (1 )-(6) of 3.l. By 3.0
the definition of ergodicity reduces to the usual one in the commutative case.
3.3.

PROPOSITION.

Ergodicity passes to factors and opposites.

Let (G, A) be an ergodic flow, and (G, B) a factor. Let 7T: K A ---; K B be the
restriction map, which is a continuous surjection.
If a E (BnI)c' then a7T E (Am)c so a7T is constant on a dense set D C K A . So a is
constant on the dense subset 7T(D) C K B . We get (G, B) is ergodic.
Since (AOP)nI = Ani, ergodicity passes to the opposite flow. Q.E.D.
PROOF.

3.4. PROPOSITION. Let (G, A) be a C*-flow. Let (u, 7T) be a covariant representation
of ( G, A), such that 7T is faithful. If the W* -flow (G, 7T( A )/1) is ergodic, then (G, A) is
ergodic.

Recall that a W*-flow (G, M) is ergodic if Mc = C (see e.g. [8]). Let
a E (A**)c. Now 7T(a) E (7T(A)/I)c = C so let A E C such that 7T(a ~ A) = o. If ~ is
a vector in the space carrying 7T, and ~ is the corresponding vector state, then
PROOF.

I~(a ~ A)I.;;; ~((a ~ A)*(a ~ A))'/2 =117T(a ~ A)~II = O.
Since 7T is faithful, combinations of vector states are dense in K, so a is equal to A on
a dense subset of K. Q.E.D.
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let (G, A) be a C*-flow, and H a dense subgroup of G. (G, A) is
ergodic iff (H, A) is ergodic.
PROOF. It suffices to show that (AnI)ff = (AnI)c, and since He G, the nontrivial
part is (Am)ff C (AnI)c. Let a E (Anl)}{ and ~ E K. For all h E H we have a(h~) =
a(~). Since H is dense in G, and a is l.s.c., a(s~);;' a(~) for all s E G. This proves
a E (Anl)c for all ~ E K.
3.6. A projection p E A** is called dense if the only closed projection greater than
p is 1.
LEMMA.

A projection p E A** is dense iff

{~ E

K:

~(p) =

1} is dense in K = KA-

PROOF. (1) Suppose that {~ E K: ~(p) = 1} is dense and let q ;;. p be closed.
q;;. 1 on the dense set {~ E K: ~(p) = I}, and since q is upper sernicontinuous on
K, q = 1 on all of K.
(2) Let F = {~ E K: ~(p) = 1}-. F is a closed face of K. To see that, let 1/;"

1/;2 E K, and let 0 < A < 1, such that AI/;, + (1 ~ A)1/;2 E F. Let U" U2 be nbds of
1/;" 1/;2 respectively. AU, + (1 ~ A)U2 is a nbd of AI/;, + (1 ~ A)1/;2' so it intersects
{~ E K: ~(p) = I}. Let u i E if; such that (AU, + (1 ~ A)U 2 )(p) = l. This implies
u,(p) = 1, uz(p) = 1 and since U" Uz are arbitrary we get 1/;" I/;z E F. SO F is a
closed face.
By the correspondence between closed faces and open projections, we get F = K
iff inf{ q closed: q = 1 on F} = l. So assume p is dense and let q be closed such that
q = 1 on F. We have to show q = 1, and it suffices to show that q ;;. p.
Since q = 1 on F, for all ~ E K,
~(l ~

p)

= 0 =~(1

~

q)

= O.
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That is «(1 - p)A**)~ ~ «(1 - q)A**)~. Here for L a left ideal in A**, L ~ is the
corresponding order ideal in A*, L ~ = {<t>: <t>(L) = O} (see [5]). Hence (1 - p )A** ~
(l - q)A** which means that q ~ p. Q.E.D.
By 3.1 and 3.6 ergodicity implies that the only invariant dense open projection is
l.
3.7. Now we shall discuss an example of a C*-flow which will be dealt with further
in the sequel as we introduce more properties of C*-flows.
Let H be a Hilbert space. Denote by K(H) and B(H) the compact and bounded
operators on H, respectively. Let K(H) ~ B(H) be the smallest unital C*-algebra
containing K( H). The double dual and the multiplier algebra of K( H) are the same,
B(H). Thus, K(H) can be seen as a noncommutative analog of a discete topological
space, and K(H) as a noncommutative analog of the one-point compactification of
a discrete space.
The hereditary subalgebra of K(H) corresponding to the open projection p E
B(H), is
K{V) = {T E K{H): TV ~ Vand TV L = O}
where V = pH. In K(H) we have, in addition to these hereditary sub algebras

K{V)

= {T + "1I.p: T

E

K(V) and

"11.

E

C}

for V = pH finite-codimensional. It is clear from the lattice structure of the
hereditary sub algebras that the only nontrivial dense open projection is the one
corresponding to the hereditary subalgebra K(H) ~ K(H).
The automorphisms of K( H) are conjugations by unitary operators in B( H).
C*-flows (G, K(H» are in 1-1 correspondence with projective unitary representations of G on H, that is, continuous homomorphisms of G into the unitary group of
H divided by its center.
3.8. PROPOSITION. Let

7T

be a projective unitary representation of G on H. Let

(G, K(H» be the corresponding C*-flow.

The C*-flow is ergodic iff 7T is irreducible.

PROOF. If (G, K(H» is ergodic, then every nonzero, G-invariant, open projection
is dense. So the only nontrivial, G-invariant hereditary subalgebra of K( H) is K( H).
But if V ~ H is a 7T-invariant subspace then K(V) is a G-invariant hereditary
subalgebra. So 7T is irreducible.
If 7T is irreducible, (B(H»G = C so

((K{H))m)G ~ ((K{H))**)G = (B(H) EB C)G = C.
We identify (K(H»** with B(H) EB C through the inclusion T + A.I -> T EB"1I.,
T E K(H), "11. E C. Q.E.D.
More examples of ergodic C*-flows with the stronger property of "weak mixing"
are discussed in [3].
4. Minimality.
4.0. DEFINITION. A C*-flow (G, A) is minimal if the only G-invariant, open
projections are 0 and 1. Equivalently if the only G-invariant hereditary sub algebras
of A are 0 and A.
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4.1. PROPOSITION. Let (G, A) be a C*-flow. The following are equivalent:
(I) a EO (Ah)e, C(a) nonempty => a is constant.
(2) a EO (Am)e => a is constant.
(3) (G, A) is minimal.
PROOF. (1) => (2) => (3). Immediate.
(2) => (1). Let a EO (Ah)e, C(a) nonempty. Since lim a and lim a are in (AI1l)e and
-(Am)e respectively, they are constants. These constants are equal on C(a), and
since C( a) is nonempty they are equal; hence a is constant everywhere.
(3) => (2). Let a EO (Am)e and let F be the (nonempty) closed face on which a
achieves its minimum. F is G-invariant so by minimality F = K and a is constant.
Here we use the correspondence between closed faces and open projections. Q.E.D.
4.2. PROPOSITION. Minimality passes to factors, opposites and inductive limits.
PROOF. The proof is immediate, since we prepared the ground in 2.4 (inductive
limits) and 2.3 (factors). For opposite flows it is enough to note that (Aop)'" = Am.
Q.E.D.
4.3. PROPOSITION. If(G, A) is a minimal C*-flow, then every G-invariant state on A
is faithful. If G is amenable, the converse is also true.
PROOF. Let q, be a G-invariant state on A. Act> is a G-invariant, proper (I fl Act»,
hereditary sub algebra of A. By minimality Act> = 0, so q, is faithful.
Now assume that G is amenable, and that all G-invariant states are faithful. Let J
be a G-invariant, proper, hereditary subalgebra, and let F be the corresponding
nonempty, closed face in K, F = {q, EO K: q,( J) = O}. Since F is a compact convex
set and G is an amenable group acting on F by affine homeomorphisms, F contains
a fixed point q,. q, is a G-invariant state, hence faithful. But q,( J) = 0 so J = O.
Q.E.D.
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let (G, A) be a C*-flow and let h be a dense subgroup of G.

(G, A) is minimal iff (H, A) is minimal.

PROOF. Same as 3.5. Q.E.D.
4.5. DEFINITION. A C*-flow (G, A) is uniquely ergodic if A has exactly one
G-invariant state. If, in addition, the G-invariant state is faithful, the flow is strictly

ergodic.

With this definition, Proposition 4.3 implies: for G amenable, strict ergodicity
minimality.

=>

4.6. PROPOSITION. If G is amenable, factors of uniquely (strictly) ergodic G-flows are

uniquely (strictly) ergodic.

PROOF. Let (G, A) be uniquely ergodic and let (G, B) be a factor of (G, A). B has
a G-invariant state q,. Extend q, to a state 1/; of A. Let M be a left-invariant mean on
G, and let ~ = M{s1/;: s EO G}. Clearly, ~ is a G-invariant state of A, so uniquely
determined. Since q, = ~IB' q, is uniquely determined.
The claim about strict ergodicity follows from the fact that a faithful state is
faithful on every sub algebra. Q.E.D.
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4.7. THEOREM. Let (G, A) be a minimal C*-flow, and let a E A** have a finitedimensional G-orbit. If a has a com eager set of continuity points in K, then a EA.
PROOF. Let D be the (finite-dimensional) span of Ga. Since the action of G on D
preserves the norm, the range of G inB(D) is relatively compact. We conclude that
D has a G-invariant inner product. Let {a I' ... ,a n} be an orthonormal basis for D
wi th respect to such an inner product. Let V( s) be the unitary n X n matrix of s E G
with respect to the basis. Letf: K -> en be the affine bounded function
f(cp) = (a1(cp),···,an(cp))·

We have f(scp) = V(s )f( cp) for all s E G, cp E K. Each a i has a comeager set of
continuity points, so the same is true for f. On the other hand, if f is continuous, so
are ai' and so is a, which is spanned by a i. So our theorem will be proved if we prove
the following
4.8. LEMMA. Let (G, A) be a minimal C*-flow, f: K -> en a bounded affine function
and s -> V( s) an n-dimensional unitary representation of G, such that f( scp) =
V(s )f( cp), s E G, cp E K. Then f is either continuous or everywhere discontinuous.

PROOF. Identifying c n with R2n in the usual way, every unitary matrix becomes
orthogonal. So it is enough to prove the lemma for a function which takes values in
Rn, and assume that V(s) is orthogonal.
I claim: the average oscillation OA f is G-invariant. It is easily seen that
So
(OAf)(SCP) =
=

fB" (OfJ(scp) du

f

B"

OfV(S)-IJ cp) du = 0Af( cp).

Since the flow is minimal, 0A f, which is a G-invariant u.s.c. affine function, must be
a constant. If the constant is zero, f is continuous. If nonzero, f is everywhere
discontinuous. Q.E.D.
4.9. We shall now examine several examples of minimal C*-flows.
PROPOSITION. Let G, H, 7T be as in 3.7. The flow (G, K(H» is minimal iff
irreducible and finite-dimensional.

7T

is

PROOF. If (G, K(H» is minimal, then by 3.8 7T is irreducible. K(H) is a
G-invariant hereditary subalgebra, so K(H) = K(H) which means that H is finitedimensional.
If H is finite-dimensional, the G-invariant hereditary subalgebras of K(H) are
K(V) for V 7T-invariant. If 7T is irreducible we get minimality. Q.E.D.
Let (G, A) and (H, B) be C*-flows and let an action of H on A, commuting with
G, be given. H acts on A 0* B. Let A 0 H B be the fixed point algebra of that action,
A 0 H B = (A 0* B)H' G acts on A 0* B by s(a ® b) = sa 0 b. A 0 H B is Ginvariant under this action. We obtain a twisted product flow (G, A ®HB). When A,
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B are commutative it is easily seen that if (G, A) and (H, B) are minimal, so is the
twisted product (G, A ®HB).

4.10. PROPOSITION. With notations as above, if A is commutative and (G, A) and
(H, B) are minimal, then (G, A ®HB) is minimal.
PROOF. Let A = C( X). Let J C;;; A ® H B be a G-invariant, proper, hereditary
subalgebra. By 2.1 J is contained in a proper hereditary subalgebra of A ®* B, so in
a maximal one, which is of the form {f E C(X, B): f(x o ) E J}, where Xo E X and
j C;;; B is a maximal proper subalgebra. Note that by G-invariance of J,

fEJ=f(sx o ) EJ

foralls E G.

Fix s E G, h E H and let {sa} be a net in G such that saxO ---> shx o. For f E J we
havef(saxo) Ej sof(shx o ) Ej. Sincef E C(X) ®HB, we havef(sx o ) E hi. Varying
hover H get
f(sx o ) E n{hj: hE H} = 0,

using minimality of (H, B). Now using minimality of (G, X), we getf = 0, so J = O.
Q.E.D.
4.11. Let us look for examples of noncommutative C*-algebras admitting a
minimal automorphism. Matrix algebras Mn are clearly inappropriate by §4.9 since
irreducible representations of Abelian groups are one-dimensional. Similarly it can
be shown that finite dimensional algebras do not give examples of the kind we need.
The next step is to look at C( X) ® Mn' An automorphism of this algebra is of the
formf(x) ---> ajf(TX», where 'T is a homeomorphism of X and ex: X ---> Aut(Mn) is
continuous. Using §4.10 we can construct minimal automorphisms of this form.
Let K be any finite group. Veech [13] constructed a minimal homeomorphism
( 'T, W) and a continuous map h: W ---> K, such that the extension flow (Z, W X K)
defined by (w, k) ---> ('TW, h(w)' k), is minimal.
Now let 'Tl be an n-dimensional irreducible representation of K. It gives a minimal
C*-flow (K, Mn)' Let K act on W X K by right multiplication on K. This action
commutes with the action of Z on W X K defined above. We obtain a minimal
twisted product (Z, C( W X K) ® K Mn)' Now C( W X K) ® K Mn can be identified
with C(W) ® M n, and we get a flow of the required form with ex: W ---> Aut(Mn)
defined by

4.12. Let G be a discrete group and let Gj = G for all j E Z. The identity
isomorphisms Gj ---> Gj + I extend to an automorphism of the free product group
F = * {G;: j E Z}. This extends to a *-automorphism of the reduced group C*-algebra Cr*( F), which preserves the standard faithful trace cp ( cp( s) = 0 for all s =1= e in
F).

The flow (Z, Cr*(F» is a shift automorphism on a "small C*-free product" as
defined in [2]. By §4.1 there the flow is uniquely ergodic. By §4.3 above the flow is
minimal. The same considerations apply to any "shift automorphism" when the
group is amenable and the free product is with respect to faithful states.
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Since we may take a group G as large as we like, it follows that there are
arbitrarily large C*-algebras admitting minimal actions of the integers Z. In particular there is no "universal" minimal flow.
This example is discussed further in [3].
5. Notes. (1) The commutative cases of most claims in this paper are folk-theorems
of topological dynamics. Proposition 3.1 is an extension of [9, Theorem 3.1].
Proposition 4.1 is an extension of [10, Theorem 4].
(2) In [11] minimal C*-flows were given a definition equivalent to ours, using left
ideals instead of hereditary subalgebras. Proposition 4.3 is given an erroneous proof
and then used to prove that minimality passes to factors in the amenable case. It was
claimed, without a proof, that minimality passes to inductive limits. The rest of the
material in this paper is new.
(3) The definitions in this paper use only the order structure of the algebra.
Analogous definitions make sense for a system (G, A) where A is any order-unit
space, and G acts on A by order-unit automorphisms. The results of §4.7 remain
valid in this, more general, setting. For the results of the rest of the section we have
to impose some conditions on A, for example, that K, the set of states, is "strongly
spectral" as defined in [1].
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